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SUMMARY 
The ION computer code is designed to calculate charge exchange 
ion densities, electric potentials, plasma temperatures, and current 
densities external to a neutralized ion engine in R-Z geometry. The 
present version assumes the beam ion current and density to be known 
and specified, and the neutralizing electrons to originate from a 
hot-wire ring surrounding the beam orifice. The plasma is treated as 
being resistive, with an electron relaxation time comparable to the 
plasma frequency. Together with the thermal and electrical boundary 
conditions described below and other straightforward engine 
parameters, these assumptions suffice to determine the required 
quantities. 
The ION code, written in ASCII FORTRAN for UNIVAC 1100 series 
computers, is designed to be run interactively, although it can also 
be run in batch mode. The input is free-format, and the output is 
mainly graphical, using the machine-independent graphics developed for 
the NASCAP code. The executive routine calls the code's major 
subroutines in user-specified order, and the code allows great 
latitude for restart and parameter change. 
1 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The ION computer code is designed to calculate charge exchange 
ion densities, electric potentials, plasma temperatures, and current 
densities external to a neutralized ion engine in R-Z geometry. The 
present version assumes the beam ion current and density to be known 
and specified, and the neutralizing electrons to originate from a 
hot-wire ring surrounding the beam orifice. The plasma is treated as 
being resistive, with an electron relaxation time comparable to the 
plasma frequency. Together with the thermal and electrical boundary 
conditions described below and other straightforward engine 
parameters, these assumptions suffice to determine the required 
quantities. 
The ION code, written in ASCII FORTRAN for UNIVAC 1100 series 
computers, is designed to be run interactively, although it can also 
be run in batch mode. The input is free-format, and the output is 
mainly graphical, using the machine-independent graphics developed for 
the NASCAP code. The executive routine calls the code's major 
subroutines in user-specified order, and the code allows great 
latitude for restart and parameter change. 
In Chapter II of this report we outline the theoretical 
treatment employed by the ION code. Chapter III discusses the use of 
the code, describing the input parameters and the functions of the 
major subroutines. Chapter IV presents some sample results, and 
Chapter V contains a sample run. 
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2. THEORY 
The major theoretical components to the ION computer code have 
been previously presented in the open literature. This Chapter will 
outline and review the code theory. For convenience, the published 
detailed descriptions are reproduced in Appendices A and B. 
A 30 cm diameter mercury thruster with 2 A of beam current and 
25 rnA of charge exchange ion current can be expected to produce charge 
exchange ion densities at the beam edge on the order of 1014 m-3 
(Appendix B and references therein). Since plasma densities in low 
. 10 12-3 
earth orblt are on the order of 10 - 10 m ,the charge 
exchange plasma will dominate the local environment. Such a plasma 
will be characterized by long collision lengths and ( _103m) and 
short Oebye lengths ( -la-3m). 
While this plasma is not collision dominated, the short Debye 
length implies that small scale fluctuating fields may create an 
effective collision frequency, veff' that will be effective in 
randomizing electron velocities on the scale of typical problem 
dimensions (-1m). This suggests that except within a few Oebye 
lengths of particle sinks and sources (or the sheaths of high voltage 
surfaces) we can expect the plasma to be quasineutral. Quasineutrality 
is a basic assumption throughout ION. Appendix A describes the 
theoretical and experimental evidence for a barometric law correlation 
between potential ~, density p, and temperature e: 
Also described in Appendix A are experiments where a barometric law 
did not adequately explain the observations, suggesting the need for a 
comprehensive electron transport model. ION utilizes a barometric law 
assumption only as an initial approximation. In Appendix A it is 
4 
demonstrated that measured neutralizer electron temperatures and 
potential variations can be qualitatively explained in terms of the 
anomalous resistivity of the thruster generated plasma to the flow of 
electrons if we invoke an effective collision frequency comparable to 
the electron plasma frequency. 
The ION code is constructed from four main theoretical models: 
An ion beam model, a free expansion model for neutrals, a hydrodynamic-
charge exchange ion model, and a fluid model for the neutralizer 
electrons. Of these four, the first two are analytic and require very 
little computing while the second two are numerical. The neutral 
expansion model is described in Appendix C, the hydrodynamic charge 
exchange ion model in Appendix B, and the electron fluid model in 
Appendix A. The code operates in R-Z geometry on a discrete rectangu-
lar mesh of nodal points. At present, the ion beam is modeled as 
columnar with no spreading. Depletion due to charge exchange is 
ignored. The beam originates at z = 0, is centered at r = 0, and has 
either a quadratic or Gaussian profile. (See Chapter III). The 
neutral efflux is described analytically by a free expansion model 
assuming a uniform emission over the thruster throat with a Maxwellian 
velocity spread. The charge exchange ions are generated within the 
beam with zero initial velocities. The generation rate is equal to 
the product of the local beam flux, neutral density, and the charge 
exchange cross-section. 
We use a hydrodynamic description for both the charge exchange 
ions and the neutralizer electrons. However, for each case there are 
differing approximations that can be made in solving the hydrodynamic 
equations. Therefore, purely for the purpose of discussion, the charge 
exchange model is referred to as hydrodynamic, and the electron model 
is labeled fluid. 
The hydrodynamic model of the charge-exchange ions, described in 
Appendix B, is based upon a time stepped solution of the mass and 
momentum equations in finite difference form. A barometric law 
5 
relationship is assumed between density, potential and temperature. 
The mechanics of the finite difference formulations are given in 
detail in Appendix B. The major simplifying assumption in this model 
is that charge exchange ions are quite cold so that pressure terms may 
be neglected. This means that the inertial term in the momentum 
equation (V -p vv) in Eq. (3) of Appendix B) forces the equations to 
be parabolic in nature. It is this parabolic nature that necessi-
tates a time-stepped finite difference approach. The initial and 
boundary conditions for this model are discussed in Chapter III. 
The electron fluid calculation follows after the charge exchange 
ion calculation using the ion densities as input. For the electron 
model, we make the assumption that the plasma offers a significant 
resistance to the flow of electrons (due to the effective collision 
frequency). It then follows that the electron drift velocities will be 
small compared to thermal velocities, which allows the inertial term 
in the momentum and energy equations to be dropped. Thus, the 
conservation equations for mass, momentum and energy may be solved, 
along with the ideal gas equation of state, in closed elliptic form. 
A finite element approach is used to solve directly for the steady 
state. This model is discussed in Appendix A. 
The switching between finite difference and finite element 
approaches may seem cumbersome, but the conversions are quite efficient 
compared to the difficulties encountered otherwise. ~inally, it 
should be mentioned that since there is currently no iteration between 
the ion and electron calculations, the resulting parameters will not 
be entirely self-consistent. This limitation does not appear to be 
severe in the test cases modeled so far, but a truly predictive model 
should be free from such limitations. This will be a subject for 
future work. 
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3. CODE USAGE 
A. OVERVIEW 
The ION code is invoked by the statement 
@XQT absoluteelementname 
It assigns files 9 and 21 as restart files, which may be aliased 
(@USE) to user permanent files, or later copied to permanent files. 
It also assigns and writes printed output on files (by default) 19 and 
20, and uses files 11 and 12 as scratch files. Graphical output is 
generated by writing NASCAP-type pseudo plot calls on file 2 and 
interfacing to the user's graphics library with the standard NASCAP 
postprocessor (PLOTREAD). 
After invoking the ION code, the user's first task is to enter 
the problem parameters (Table 3.1). Acceptable sets of input are 
shown in Figures 3.1. After encountering an 'END' card in the 
parameter input, a summary is printed (Figure 3.2). 
Subsequent major subroutine calls are made at user request. 
These calls are listed in Table 3.2. For a new problem the first call 
will be to subroutine CHEX, which determines the steady state 
charge-exchange ion density. (This calculation usually converges in 
the default of 300 steps, but may take several minutes of computer 
time. For batch runs, a larger value of 500 steps is recommended.) 
Next subroutine POTENT is called to perform the calculation of 
temperatures and potentials. Entry pOints RECHEX and RESUME are 
available to restart a non-converged calculation of CHEX or POTENT, 
respectively, and entry point NEWPOT may be used instead of POTENT to 
perform a calculation with altered thermal boundary conditions or 
7 
ex> 
TABLE 3.1. PROBLEM PARAMETERS 
KEYWORD 
---
Grid Size 
NR 
NZ 
RMAX 
ZMAX 
Ion Beam Characteristics 
CURRent 
RADIus 
ENERgy 
MASS 
PROFile 
SPREAdangle 
DEFAULT 
25 (max) 
25 (max) 
1. 
1. 
1-
1. 
1000. 
200.59 
GAUS 
o. 
Charge Exchange Ion Production (Physical) 
MEANING 
Number of radial coordi-
nate val ues. 
Number of Z-coordlnate 
values. 
Radius of computational 
space. (meters) 
Length of computational 
space. (meters) 
Beam current. (amperes) 
Beam radius on entry. (m) 
Beam ion energy (eV). 
Ion mass In amu. 
Beam profile acceptable 
values are 'GAUS' and 
'QUAD'. 
Half-angle character-
Izing beam spread. (Non-
zero spread angle not 
Implemented.) 
SIGMA 6xl0-19 Charge exchange produc-
2 tlon cross-section (m ) 
FLOW 2. 
(variable CNEUT) 
TEMPerature 1. 
) 
Fuel flow in ampere 
equivalent 
Neutral temperature (eV). 
) ) 
KEYWORD 
---
DEFAULT MEANING 
Charge Exchange Ion Production (Computational) 
ECHA 10. 
VDTR 0.2 
(variable VDTBYR) 
ETA .05 
RHOMln 1.E12 
NSTEPs 300 
Characteristic accelera-
ting voltage for charge 
exchange Ions. 
Particle tracking tlmestep 
constant (dimensionless) 
VelocIty diffusion con-
stant (dimensionless) 
Minimum density to be used 
in calculatlng3barometric potential. (m- ) 
Number of Iterative time-
steps In hYdrodynamic 
sol ution. 
Thermal and Current Boundary Conditions 
THETai 1. 
THERbc 'ISOT' 
RNEUtr 1. 
NlTEr 
Temperature of isothermal 
boundary surfaces. (eV) 
Thermal boundary condition 
'ISOT' - Isothermal every-
where. 
'SINK' - Isothermal on 
orifice plate. 
'INSU' - Insulating 
orifice plate. 
Radius of ring neutralizer 
Number of potentlal-
temperature Iterations. 
Output Destinations 
) 
OUTPut LUNCIIX LUNPOT 
LUNCHX = Logical unit number for charge exhan~e Ion 
densities and velocities (Default 19). 
LUNPOT = Logical number for current and potential 
printout (Default 20). 
DEST 'NONE' Plot destination 
TITLE 'NASA-S-CUDED Plot title (beginning In 
ION ENGINE Col. 9) 
CODE' 
) ) 
2. 
i. 
6. 
7 
B. 
Q. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17 .. 
NR 24 
'~l 24 
RMAX 15 
ZMAX .30 
CURRENT .01:J5 
FLOW .1 .. 
SIGI1A 5.E-19 
TEMP .06 
RADIUS .07 
PROFILE QUADRATIC 
RNEUT .08 
ENERGY 3000. 
THETA I 2. 
NSTEPS 500 
RHOMIN i.E10 
THERBC IN~U 
END 
Figure 3.1a. Input data representative 
of SERT II thruster. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
i 1. 
12. 
13 
14 
15. 
NR 25 
NZ 25 
RMAX .36 
LMAX .72 
CURRENT 1. 
FLOW 1.25 
SIGMA 5.E-19 
TEMP .06 
RADIUS .15 
RN£UT .i7 
ENERGY il00. 
NSTEPS 500 
RHOMIN 1.El0 
THERBC SIN!( 
END 
Figure 3.1b. Input data representative 
of 30 em thruster. 
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rPl'r OPTIO" SIIMMARY 
NR 
25 
tlZ 
25 
nF.:"M CURRENT 
1.000000 AMPS 
Mt..'3" rAM' J) 
201).59 
RMAl( 
i .0000 
ZMAX 
1.0000 
BEAM RADIUS 
1.0000 M 
8EAI1 EUEoGY 
\000.0 F.:V 
PROFILE ~prEAO ANGLF.: 
OAUS .0 DEG. 
ION MASS = J.JSS-02S KG. 
PEAK CURRENT S.968+018 M**(-?1 S£C**'-\1 
ION VELOCITY ]OR83.3 M/SEC 
STGMA FLOW TEMP 
6.':>-019 2.000000 AMPS 1.000 EV 
[WAR VDTR ETA RHOMW 
1'l.100 .200 .050 1.0Q+OI2 
THFnMAL RC = 'tSOT' WITH TEMPERATURE 1.00 EV. 
t~J'.:IJTPAI.IZFR RAOIUS = 1.0000 2 ITJ'.:RA TT ON5. 
PPINTEO OUTPUT: LOGICAL UNITS NO. 19 AND 20. 
PLnT DESTINATION NONE 
PI.OT TITLE = NASA - S-CUBEO ION FNGINE PLASMA rODE 
NSTEPq 
300 
Figure 3.2a. Code Option Summary (Default values). 
I"l DF 011 1 ff t! ~t IMr!t;rll 
8E )11 l'lJ~H[N r 
\ .. ~)00(II)O ~np s 
11';',., '';11U) 
20{'\ E'Q 
~EAM RAOllJS 
.1500 M 
81:. ... n nlE:.PGf 
1100.1) EI' 
PROrtLE ~PPE ... O HNCLE 
rAUS .-' DEG. 
[ON MASS = 3 155-025 VG. 
PEAK CURRENT 2.~52+020 M**(-2) SEC~'l'l) 
ION VELOrITY ]2190.7 M/SEC 
SH,MA FLOW TEnp 
5 --019 1.250 r)OO AMPS .060 EV 
fffl,;R VOTR . ETA RHOl1W 
10 'hJU .200 .050 1.00+010 
THE"RMAl Be = '51tH{, WITH lEMPERATURE 1.00 EV. 
tJEIJTRAUlCR RADIUS = .1700 2 ITERATIONS. 
PRltHtD OUTPUT: LOGICAL UNITS NO. 19 AUD 20. 
PLOT ~ESTINATION CALC 
PLOT TITLE = SAMPLE INPUT DATA 
NS rEPS 
500 
Figure 3.2b. Code Option Summary (Values similar to 
Fi g. 3 .1b) . 
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TABLE 3.2. MAJOR SUBROUTINES OF ION CODE 
Major Subroutines 
(called by main routine) 
Called automatically 
DEFOPT 
INPUT 
INPRNT 
- Sets default options. 
- Reads user input of problem parameters. 
- Summarizes problem parameters. 
Called on user request 
CHANGE [lun]-Change input values by reading from 
logical unit no. lun (default 5). 
CHEX 
RECHEX 
- Hydrodynamic calculation for charge exchange 
ion density and velocity. Results on logical 
uni t no. 9. 
- Restart of CHEX calculation. 
POTENT - Initialize and iteratively calculate potentials 
and temperatures. Results on logical unit 
NEW POT 
RESUME 
PLOT 
no. 21. 
- Same as POTENT, but skips initialization and 
begins calculation on new case. 
- Continues iterative calculation of POTENT 
starting from most recent iterate. 
- Generate graphical output. 
11 
neutralizer position. The CHANGE subroutine may be used to alter 
problem parameters, and the PLOT subroutine is called for graphical 
output. 
B. INPUT PARAMETERS 
i. Grid Size and Resolution 
The ION code discretizes the ion engine plasma problem on a 
finite element grid of NR by NZ gridpoints. For the charge exchange ion 
calculation each dimension has a maximum of 25. For POTENT the size may 
be increased to 30 by 30. The physical size of the computational space 
is RMAX by ZMAX. It is suggested that ZMAX be approximately double 
RMAX, and RMAX approximately double the beam radius. Resolution should 
be sufficient to model the density falloff at the beam edge. RMAX and 
ZMAX may be reduced between CHEX and POTENT if desired. 
ii. Ion Beam Characteristics 
These variables are self-explanatory, with the exception of 
the beam profile. Two choices are currently available 
GAUSsian: 
e
- 3(r/R)2 J(r) = Jo QUADratic: 
J(r) = Jo 1 - (r/R)2 [r < R] 
where R is the specified beam radius. The GAUSsian profile is 
smoother and gives more reliable convergence, particularly in the CHEX 
calculation. The QUADratic profile is likely to give poor results 
when charge exchange ion production is low. 
12 
to 
iii. Charge Exchange Ion Production (Physical) 
The rate of charge exchange ion production is proportional 
(a) the cross-section SIGMa, 
(b) the excess of fuel FLOW over beam CURRent; 
(c) the inverse square root of the neutral TEMPerature. 
Typical value for the neutral TEMPerature is 
300°C = .06 eVe 
iv. Charge Exchange Ion Production (Computational) 
These parameters govern the operation of the CHEX 
calculation and, with the exception of NSTEPS, are not recommended for 
change. The "characteri stic energy" ECHA, shoul d be roughly the 
barometric potential difference between the beam and the charge 
exchange cloud: 
ECHA :=:. e P. n ( / ) Pbeam pch •ex • . 
Together with VDTR, this determines the hydrodynamic timestep. The 
velocity diffusion, ETA, is used to promote convergence, and can 
usually be reduced if the timestep is shortened. RHOMIN should 
approximate the minimum density expected in the problem. NSTEPS is 
the number of steps to be run to achieve steady state. (See discussion 
of CHEX routine below). 
v. Thermal and Current Boundary Conditions 
These provide the temperature used in the CHEX calculation, 
as well as the thermal boundary condition and neutralizer position for 
the POTENT calculation. These parameters may be changed prior to 
13 
executing POTENT or NEWPOT. NITER is the number of iterations per-
formed on calling POTENT, NEWPOT, or RESUME. 
vi. Output Destinations 
The printed output from CHEX and POTENT is rather lengthy. 
For CHEX, the densities and velocities are printed for all node 
points, and for POTENT the densities, currents and potentials. 
Normally, these are sent to scratch files, from which they may be 
edited. To have them actually printed, input the card 
OUTPUT 6 6 
DEST specifies the site-dependent plot destination on auto-
matic execution of NASCAP PLOTREAD., and TITLE allows user specifica-
tion of a plot title, which may be changed during the course of the 
run. 
C. SUBROUTINE CHEX (RECHEX) 
The charge exchange ion density calculation is the most 
time consuming part of the ION code, taking 1-1.5 seconds per step at 
S-CUBED. It outputs immediately the neutral efflux and the resulting 
charge exchange current. Every fifty steps it prints the charge 
exchange ion density near the beam origin, which gives some indication 
of convergence. The true test of convergence, however is the 'TOTAL 
DNDT' printed by the POTENT routine. If this CHEX calculation is 
properly converged, this number should be within 10 percent of the 
charge exchange current. Otherwise, RECHEX should be used to continue 
the calculation. 
CHEX writes its internal information on logical unit No.9, 
and prints output on LUNCHX. The printed output lists velocity at 
each node point. The densities printed correspond to positions 
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halfway toward the next Rand Z values. Plots of the charge exhange 
ion densities and currents are available after processing by the 
initialization stage of POTENT. 
D. SUBROUTINE POTENT (NEWPOT, RESUME) 
This routine calculates the potentials needed to drive the 
electrons from the neutralizer through the resistive plasma, and the 
temperature profile from the resultant plasma heating. The potential 
boundary condition is that the mean potential is zero. The thermal 
boundary conditions are isothermal at RMAX and ZMAX, and either 
isothermal or insulating at the orifice plate. Alternatively, the 
plasma may be considered isothermal, in which case no heat flow 
calculations are performed. 
After initialization, this routine performs alternate ICCG 
(Incomplete Cholesky Conjugate Gradient) calculations for the potential 
and temperature fields. For each ICCG calculation, convergence is 
indicated by the numerator (RDOTR) being several orders of magnitude 
smaller than the denominator (RDOTRl). For the overall calculation 
convergence requires each denominator being several orders of mag-
nitude smaller than its initial value. Convergence takes the most 
iterations (-5) for the INSUlating boundary condition. The most 
apparent symptom of incomplete convergence is the appearance of a 
convection cell around the beam edge in the current plots. The RESUme 
command may be used to perform further iterations on an unconverged 
calculation. To perform an additional POTEnt calculation with altered 
thermal boundary condition or neutralizer radius, the NEWPot command 
may be used. 
E. SUBROUTINE PLOT 
This is the user requested subroutine that controls the 
graphical output by ION. It has been designed as an interactive, 
device independent, menu type package but it can also be used in a 
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batch mode of operation. Aside from the required control commands or 
cards, all of the required data is taken from the temporary file 21. 
If that file's data had been saved from a previous run, the user could 
preassign 21., copy the old data to it, @XQT ION, and call PLOT 
immediately to produce or reproduce plots from previous runs. The 
user should be warned however, that if more than one problem is run 
per execution of ION, file 21. will contain only the most recent data 
and the results of the earlier run will have been lost. The output of 
PLOT is coded and stored in file 2. This file should be kept and used 
as input to NASCAP*PLOTREAD which will actually perform the plotting. 
File 2. is not overwritten if multiple runs are made in a single execu-
tion of ION. Successive calls to subroutine PLOT are automatically 
assigned sequence numbers, and the user may change titles with the 
CHANGE subroutine. 
Upon calling PLOT, the interactive user will see the 
primary menu shown in Figure 3.3a, and will be prompted for the plot 
desired. The appropriate response is the integer associated with the 
desired plot. Following the transmittal of plot request, the menu 
will reappear and another plot may be chosen. This process may be 
repeated indefinitely and is terminated by a blank record. If plot 99 
is chosen, the user is presented the menu shown in Figure 3.3b. These 
are all cross-sectional plots so after responding with the appro-
priate integer, the user is prompted for the desired Z direction nodal 
index (1,2,3, etc). If the user responds with a negative integer the 
plot will be a constant r cross-section. This process may be repeated 
indefinitely and is terminated by a blank record which will return the 
user to the primary menu. 
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1 POTENTIAL CONTOURS 
2 IOH DENSITY CONTOURS 
J ION DENSITY (LOC) 
4 ION CURRENT VECTORS 
5 ION CURRENT (LOC) 
6 TOTAL CURRENT VECTORS 
7 TOTAL CURRENT (LOC) 
8 TOTAL CURREHTZRADIUS 
II ELECTRON CURRENT VECTORS 
Ie ELECTRON CURRENT (LOC) 
11 ELECTRON TEftPERATURE 
99 RADIUS PLOT 
12 CHARGE EXCHAHCE ION DENSITY CONTOURS 
13 CHARGE EXCHAHCE ION CURRENT CONTOURS UHICH PLOT )99 
Figure 3 .3a. 
CHOSE CROSS-SECTIONAL PLOTS 
1 POTENTIALS 
2 ION DENSITY 
J ELECTRON TE"PERATURE UHICH PLOT) 
Fi gure 3.3b. 
Figure 3.3. Subroutine PLOT menus. 
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4. TEST CASES 
In this Chapter we present four test cases for parameters 
representing the SERT II thruster, and two calculations for a 30 cm 
diameter thruster. These calculations were performed prior to 
collecting and refining the code to its present form, so we omit any 
detailed output. Also, the plots presented were made using the 
OISSPLA plot package and differ somewhat from the NASCAP-like plots 
produced by the final version of the code. Nonetheless, we believe 
these results represent well the type of calculation performed by the 
ION code. 
A. SERT II CALCULATIONS 
The SERT II thruster was modeled for the ION code as having 
a 7 cm radius ion beam. The beam had consisted of 0.085 amperes of 
3 keY Hg ions. The beam profile was assumed to be 
J (r,z) = J (1 - (r/.07}2) 
o 
An additional 0.055 ampere equivalent flow of 0.06 eV neutrals 
resulted in 0.9 rnA of charge exchange ions, which expanded in 
barometric potentials characterized by a 2 eV electron temperature. 
The thermal boundary conditions at RMAX = 0.20 and ZMAX = 0.40 were 
set to 2 eV, while the orifice plate could be either insulating or a 2 
eV heat sink. The neutralizer radius was either 8 cm or 10 cm. The 
results for maximum potential and temperature are shown in Table 4.1. 
It is apparent that the orifice plate boundary condition has 
substantial effect, and also, that moving the neutralizer closer to 
the beam has some effect in reducing joule heating of the plasma. 
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TABLE 4.1. SERT II RESULTS 
Neutralizer Thermal Boundary Insulating Thermal 
Position Condition 2 eV Boundary 
0.08 ~max = 2.3 eV e = 4.1 eV max 
0max = 13.8 V 6max = 24.2 V 
0.10 9max = 2.4 eV 9 = 4.5 eV max 
0max = 14.7 V 6max = 24.2 V 
The plasma density for this model is shown in Figure 4.1. 
15 -3 The density varies from over 10 m at the beam center to 
12 -3 
-10 m at the upper right of the plot. The sharp drop at the 
beam edge is apparent. It is also clear from the figure that near the 
orifice plate the beam plasma density and charge exchange plasma 
density are comparable. 
Figures 4.2-4.5 show the results of these runs for 
potential, electron temperature, and total current. In all cases, it 
appears that the hottest temperatures occur near the neutralizer. The 
resemblance between the potential contours and logarithmic density 
contours indicate the extent to which the barometric law is valid. 
The total current plots indicate beam neutralization within about one 
thruster diameter of the orifice; downstream current patterns result 
from incomplete convergence. There is some indication of a shorter 
neutralization length for the 2 eV orifice plate than for the 
insulating orifice plate. 
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B. 30 CM THRUSTER CALCULATIONS 
Two further calculations were run comparing insulating and 
heat sink boundary conditions for a 30 cm diameter thruster. The 
thruster emitted one ampere of 1100 eV Hg ions, and produced 20 rnA of 
charge exchange ions. Thus the current densities and plasma densities 
are both appreciably higher than for the SERT II cases. The ambient 
electron temperature was set to 1 eV, and the neutralizer radius to 
17 cm. 
The beam profile used was a Gaussian: 
where the nominal beam radius, r95 , contains 95 percent of the beam 
current. The resulting charge exchange ion density (Figure 4.6b) and 
total density (Figure 4.6a) is mucH smoother than in the SERT II case, 
where a quadratic beam profile was assumed. 
Despite the lower electron temperature boundary conditions, 
the results (Figures 4.7-4.8) show temperatures and potentials similar 
to, or even greater than, the comparable SERT II cases. For the 
insulating case, we see the temperature maximum at the beam center 
rather than near the neutralizer. Otherwise, the qualitative 
conclusions are similar to those of the previous cases. 
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Figure 4.1. 
LOG RHO 
Logarithmic plasma density (beam plus charge exchange ions) 
for SERT II thruster cases. (Contour labels are common 
logarithm of density in m- 3.) 
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5. SAMPLE RUN 
In this Chapter we present a sample run of the ION CODE. The 
run was performed in batch mode on S-CUBED's UNIVAC 1100/81, using 
ASCII FORTRAN Level 9R1 with full optimization, and the plots were 
done on the Gould electrostatic plotter. The run conditions represent 
variants on the SERT II thruster. 
Figure 5.1 shows the run stream for the sample run. The initial 
portion of the runstream involves breakpointing to a print file, 
printing a header and printing the runstream. After invoking the ION 
code [@XQT BIGION.BIGION] the initial input is @ADDed from data 
element BIGION.SERT. The remaining input is explicitly shown. At the 
end of the runstream, restart files 9 and 21 are copied from the 
temporary files created by ION into permanent files. (Alternatively, 
ION could have run directly on permanent files by 
@ASG,PU 
@ASG,PU 
@USE 
@USE 
SAVE9. 
SAVE 21. 
9,SAVE9 
21,SAVE21.) 
Figure 5.2 shows the first page of output from the ION code. 
ION issues a welcome message and requests input. The input cards 
(resulting from the @ADD statement) are echoed. Then a complete 
option summary ;s printed. Next the charge exchange ion calculation 
(CHEX) is invoked. The neutral efflux and total charge exhange cur-
rent are printed. As this hydrodynamic calculation is rather lengthy, 
a message is printed every fifty steps. On invoking POTENT, we notice 
that the 'TOTAL DNDT' does not match the charge exchange production, 
indicating incomplete convergence in CHEX. The four ICCG messages 
constitute two iterations of potential and temperature calculations. 
(The GETCH warning may be ignored if the subsequent fraction indicates 
convergence.) Convergence is achieved when, in the final pair of 
ICCG's the numerators are small compared with the denominators, and 
(more important) the denominators are small compared with their 
initial values. 
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Figure 5.3 shows the next section of output. The PLOT 
subroutine was requested, and we were presented with a plot menu. We 
requested plot 1 (potentials). The plot menu repeats (not shown) 
after each plot. We continued by requesting plots 3, 12, and 13, 
terminating with a blank card. The plots, together with title frame, 
are shown in Figures 5.4-5.8. 
The printout continues in Figure 5.9. We prepare to restart the 
CHEX calculation by changing the number of steps to 50. While about 
it, we route the plots to the electrostatic plotter (S-CUBED feature). 
RECHEX is called to continue the hydrodynamic charge exchange calcula-
tion, and DNDT, as calculated by POTENT, is significantly better. We 
then request again the same plots (Figures 5.10-5.14; plot menus 
omitted.) 
In Figure 5.15 we repeat RECHEX and POTENT, now having rather 
good convergence. The third sequence of plots appears in Figures 
5.16-5.20. In Figure 5.21 we RESUME the potential calculation where 
we left off in 5.15. This time we plot potentials, temperatures, and 
currents (Figures 5.22-5.25). The convection cell around the beam 
edge (Figure 5.25) is indicative of incomplete convergence. 
In Figure 5.26 we change the thermal boundary condition to 
ISOThermal. NEWPOT is invoked for a potential calculation using the 
same ion densities as previously. We plot potentials and currents 
(Figures 5.27-5.29). In Figure 5.30 we repeat the calculations for a 
1 eV orifice plate. Here we see good convergence in four iterations. 
Plots of potential, temperature and current are requested (Figures 
5.31-5.34). Finally (Figure 5.35) an END card exits us from the ION 
code, we execute the DISSPLA plot interface routine, and complete the 
run. 
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Flgure 5.1. 
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ZI:13 ZZ: 
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Z4:"STEPS 50 
25:0EST ELECTROSTATIC 
Z6:E"0 Z7:p!:Cl1r. 
28:POTENT 
29:PLOT 
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ll: J 
32: 12 
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3'1: 35:RECHEX 
36:POTENT 
37:PLOT 
38: I 39:3 
"r: 12 
q 1: 13 
42: 
q3:RESullt: 
4Q:PLOT Q5.1 
46: 11 
47'8 
48: 
49,CHA"GE 
5C: THERae I so T 51.f>40 
52."E.POT 53'PLOT Sq. I 
55:e 
56: 57,CHANGe: 
58:THERBe SINK 
59:NlTEP 4 
bC:E'10 
61:NE.POT 
62:PLOT 
63: 1 
1.4: 11 
bS. & 
66: 
b7 .f .. O 
68. ~PMU,EL 
69:~A$("PU SAVE9. 
7C,~ASG,PU SAVE:l. 
71: .COPY 9. ,SAVE9. 
72:~COPY ZI.,SAVE21. 
H;fW;c~~~E~EN 
75:['10 
H.:bOX 24 
77:.BRKPT PRINTS 
78:.FREE'1. 
79:iSYII,U BIGIONTEST. 
de:'-FIN 
EOF'8e; 
NO CORPECTIONS APPLIED. 
jXOT BlbION.PIGION 
Runstream for sample run, as prlnted by lines 11-12 of run-
stream, followed by @XQT command invoking ION code. 
31 
32 
wELCOME TO ION COMPUTER CODE 
0.TE=C81181 TIME=113357 
(PLEASE ENTER OR a.oo INPUT PARAMETERS> 
NR 2'1 
NZ 2~ 
IHUX .15 
Z"IU .30 
CURRENT .085 
FLOw .111 
SIGMA 5.E-19 
TEMP .06 
RADIUS .07 
RNEUT .085 
ENERGY 3COo. 
NS TEPS 300 
RHOMIN 1.EI0 
THERBC 1 "'SU 
END 
CODE OPTION SUMHARY 
!IIR 
2-
BOH CURRENT 
.085000 AHPS 
MASS laHUl 
200.59 
RPIAX ZMAX 
.1500 .3000 
BEAH RADIUS 8EAH ENERGY 
.0700 PI 3000.0 EV 
PROFILE SPREAD ANGLE 
GAUS .0 DEG. 
ION HASS: 3.355-025 MG. 
PEAK CURRENT = 1.035 0020 1'1 •• 1-21 SEC •• I-l1 
ION VELOCITY = 53Q91.S HISEC 
SIGHA 
5.0-019 
FLOII 
.1~0000 AHPs 
TEHP 
.060 EV 
ECHAR 
10.000 
vOTR ETA 
.200 .050 
RHOMIN 
1.000010 
THERHAL BC = 'INSU' wITH TEPIPERATURE 1.00 EV. 
NEUTRALIZER RADIUS: .0!50 2 ITERATIONS. 
PRINTED OUTPUT: LOGICAL UNITS NO. 19 ANO 20. 
PLOT DESTINATION: NONE PLOT TITLE = NASA - S-CUBED ION ENGINE PLASHA CODE 
••• TI"'E LEFT: 1792 SECONDS ••• 
•• • ••• CHEX NEUTRAL EFFLUX: .0550 EQUIVALENT AMPS. 
TOT.L GENERATION RATE: .000773 AMPS 
CHEX - 50 STEPS COHPLETED. RHOI .00S, 
CHEX - 100 STEPS COMPLETED. RHOI .005, 
CHEX - 150 STEPS COMPLETEO. RHOI .cos, CHEX - 200 STEPS COMPLETED. RHOI .005, 
CHEX - 250 STEPS COHPLETED. RHOI .C05, 
CHEX - 300 STEPS COMPLETED. RHOI .005, 
••• TIHE LEFT: 1391 SECONDS ••• 
•••••• POTENT 
.0071 
.0071 
.Q071 
.0071 
.CU71 
.0071 
ICtG --- ROOTRIROOTRI = 2.3:-0051 7.76-001 
lCCG --- RoOTR/RoOTRl: 3.18-0141 I.3s-rOI 
••••• RNING ••• GETCH --- CHI sQ771 : -1.0D+oOO 
ICCG 
ICCG 
RoOTR/RDoTRI : 
RDOTRIRooTRI : 
2.1&-0031 6.7'1-001 
7.9Z-0151 9.92-003 
"ITER: 31 
!IIITER: 25 
NITtR= 31 
NITER: 24 
NSTEPS 
300 
Figure 5.2. Output resulting from lines 13-16 of runstream. 
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Figure 5.4. Plot title page. 
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Figure 5.5. Potential contour plot requested in line 18 
of runstream. 
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Figure 5.6. Logarithmic ion density contour plot requested 
in line 19 of runstream. 
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Figure 5.7. Charge exchange ion density contour plot requested 
in line 20 of runstream. 
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Figure 5.8. Charge exchange current vector plot requested 
in line 21 of runstream. 
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Figure 5.9. Output resulting from lines 23-29 of runstream. 
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Figure 5.10. Plot title page (line 29 of runstream). 
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Figure 5.11. Potential contour plot (line 30). 
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Figure 5.12. Ion density logarithmic contour plot (line 31). 
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Figure 5.13. Charge exchange ion density contours (line 32). 
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Figure 5.14. Charge exchange ion current vector plot (line 33). 
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Figure 5.15. Output resulting from lines 35-37 of runstream. 
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Figure 5.16. Plot title page (line 37 of runstream). 
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Figure 5.17. Potential contour plot (line 38). 
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Figure 5.18. Ion density 10garlthmic contours (1 ine 39). 
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Figure 5.19. Charge exchange ion density contours (line 40). 
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Figure 5.20. Charge exchange current vectors (line 41; cf. 
Figures 5.8, 5.14). 
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Figure 5.21. Output resulting from lines 43-44 of runstream. 
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Figure 5.22. Plot title page (line 44). 
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Figure 5.23. Potential contour plots (line 45). 
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Figure 5.24. Electron temperature contours (line 46). 
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Figure 5.25. Current vectors (line 47). 
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Figure 5.26. Output resulting from lines 49-53 of runstream. 
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Figure 5.27. Plot title page (line 53). 
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Figure 5.28. Potential contours (line 54). 
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Figure 5.29. Current vector plot (line 55). 
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Figure 5.30. Output resulting from lines 57-62 of runstream. 
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Figure 5.31. Plot title page (line 62). 
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Figure 5.32. Potential contour ~ot (llne 63). 
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Figure 5.33. Electron temperature contour plot (llne 64). 
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Figure 5.34. Current vector contour plot (line 65). 
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NO. OF FIRST PLOT 0 
END OF DISSPLA 8.2 -- i326H VECTORS GENERATED IN 27 PLOT FRAMES. 
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OISSPL. IS A CONFIDENTIAL PROPRIET.RY PRODUCT OF ISSCO AND ITS USE 
IS SUBJECT TO A ~ONDISSEHINATION AND NONOISCLOSURE AGREEHENT. 
NBUFS= 325 [DITl 
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NCALLS= 7567 
Figure 5.35. Output resultlng from lines 67-72 of runstream, 
including execution of graphics interface to 
DISSPLA plot package. 
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FLUID MODEL OF 'IEUTRALIZED ION BEA..'1S 
O. E. Parks, U. J. Mandell and I. Katz 
Systems, Sc~ence and Software 
La Jolla, Cal~=orn~a 92038 
Abstract 
The purpose of the present study ~s to 
determ~ne the capab~l~ty of a flu~d model 
of electron transport to expla~n observed 
~ropert~es of ~on thruster generated plas-
,as. Calculat~ons reported here show that 
when the effect~ve coll~s~on frequency ~n 
such a nodel ~s of the order of the elec-
tron plasma frequency, the result~g elec-
tr~c potent~al var~at~ons and electron 
temperatures are ~n qual~tat~ve agreement 
w~th values measured ~n the plasma gene-
rated by the SERT II thruster. Both theory 
and probe measurements made ~n fl~ght and 
ground tests ~~d~cate substant~al deoar-
tures from the barometr~c law and strong 
var~at~ons of plasma potent~al across the 
beam bOUl1.dary. 
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~o1l'enclature 
nagnet~c f~eld 
coll~s~on operator ~n Bolt:mann-
V'lasov equatl.on 
electr~c f~eld 
number of part~cles of type a J.a 
pha!e_space volume element dr dv 
at r,'r 
tot!l e~e;gy flux 
qa(E ... vxB/c) 
U~l.t ::enscr 
~et current dens~t? 
Eolt:mann's constant 
~ass of par~~cle of s,ec~es a 
~lectron l"~S:O 
electron densl.ty 3 f=(r,v,t)~v 
1/3 n I= v· 2dv = scalar electron 
:?ressure 
'!I Jf v'v'dv = pI ~ ~ pressure 
te:nsor 
1/2 mIv· 2c dv 
charge on part~cle of spec~es a 
"agn~tude of electron charge 
~eat flu.'(, Eq. (7) 
po~~tloon vector of a part~cle 
Ir..v C dv 
electron temperature 
yelo£~ty of a part~cle 
v - V' 
,ean or dr~ft veloc~tv = 
lin If(r,v,t)dv -
'!lean free path for palor coll~s~ons 
between electrons 
kT 
plasma res~st~v~ty 
t~ermal conduct~v~ty of plasma 
erfect~ve collJ.s~on frequency 
electron-~on collJ.sJ.on frequency 
2 -
nm VV - ~V· >/3 I = stress tenson 
,-1 
1 
; electr~c potentl.al 
~p electron plasma frequency 
1. Introduct~on 
The purpose of the present study ~s to 
determl.ne the capabl.1J.ty of a fl~l.d model 
of electron transport to expla~n observed 
propert~es of ~on thruster generated plas-
mas. Calculat~ons reported nere show that 
when the effect~ve coll~s~on frequency ~n 
such a model ~s of the order of the elec-
tron plasma frequency, the result~ng elec-
tr~c potent~al var~atl.ons and electron 
temperatures are ~n qual~tat~ve agreement 
«~th values ~easured ~n the plasma gener-
ated by the SEE~ II th.--ust~rr. Probe ~ea­
surements Made ~~ SEET I:( ) fll.gnt and 
ground test exper~ents(2) ~nd~cate sub-
stant~al departures from tne carometr~c 
law(3-7) and show strong var~at~ons of 
plasma potent~al acrOss the beam ooundary. 
We propose to expla~ the plasma proper-
t~es observed ~n the aforer.ent~oned exoer~­
ments ~n te~s of anomalous resl.stance·of 
the plasma to the flow of electron current. 
The calculat~ons are based on flu~d eaua-
tl.ons express~ng conserrat~on of charge, 
momentum, and energy. We adopt the clas-
5l.cal (J.gnor~g thermoelectrl.c effects) 
form ~f)the equat~ons of electron trans-
port, 8 but pe~~t reduced values of the 
transport coef=~c~ents. Pred~cted soace 
dependent potent~als, electron tempera-
tures and current dens~t~es agree qualJ.ta-
t~vely w~th exper~~ental results. 
Wh~le the plasma ~s not coll~s~on dOMl.-
nated, random~zatl.on of electron veloc~t~es 
may stl.ll occur tnrough ennanced levels 0: 
fluctuat~ng fl.elds, such as those ~n~tJ.ated 
by 5tream~g l.nstab~l~t~es. Such f~elds 
are probably ef:ect~',e lon coupllng neutral-
lzer electrons ~nto the bul~ plasma and ~n 
equall:~ng the nean arlft of electrons «~tn 
~ons ~n the thruster beam. Such mecnan~sms 
a~: often approxl.mated by ~nt=cduc~ng an 
errect~ve coll~sl.on frequency, _. 
W~th~n a meter or so of the ~on thruster, 
the electron dens~t~es are ~n the range 
108 < n < 1013 cm-3 
and thel.r veloc~ty dJ.st=~but~on ~s charac-
ter~:ed by temperature ? between about one 
and ten electron volts. The Oebye length 
\0 " 700 Fn cm 
J.s typ~cally small compared to d~stances L 
over wh~ch there lS a substantl.al var~atl.on 
of macroscop~c plasma propertles such as 
dens~ty, potentl.al, and temperatures. On 
the other hand, the mean free path for pa~r 
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for electrons of energy ~ (eV) ~s typ~cally 
long compared to L, so that as prev~ouslv 
asserted the behav~or of the plasma ~s con-
trolled by collect~ve rather than coll~­
s~onal effects. Since Ao « L, the plasma 
~s quas~neutral, departures from neutra14ty 
amount~ng roughly to 
on/n ~ (~o r ~ 10-4 , 
the space around the veh~cle is strongly 
sh4elded from surface potentials. Th~s is 
~n contrast to the s~tuat40n that preva41s 
~n charg4~g of spacecraft ~n geosynchronous 
orb4t where effects of space charge are 
en~4rely neql~g~cle and ?otent~als are 
ceterm~ned as solut40ns of Laplace's equa-
tl.on. 
Although col14sl.onless, thruster-gene-
rated plasmas exhl.c~t ~croscopl.C behavl0r 
sl.C~lar .:.n many respects to that of a col-
lJ.s~onal plasma. Such beha-aor l.S oerhaDs 
not totally unexpected lon -aew of the fact 
that lon bo~h non-equl.1J.crl.um and equ414-
br~urn plasmas electrons are scattered by 
fluctuac.:.ng electr~c fields. A pr~ry 
dlofference between the equ4l~cr~um and non-
equ414brl.um cases 4S In the maqnl.tude of 
the fluctuatl.ng fl.elds. 
Several invest~gators have ceasured 
propertl.es of tr~uster generated olas-
mas. (J-7) In the ex?er~ents of Ogawa, 
~~, on cesl.urn l.on oeams neutrallzed 
by electrons from a hot Wlre, measurements 
were ~de of the dens~ty, potentl.al, and 
electron ~emperature In the beam plasma. 
rne ?otent~al dl.fference between the 
neutra14zer ~lre and the plasma could be 
'lar~ed by changlng the Pos4t4on of the 
W4re, the large ?otent4al d4fferences 
(electron In)ectl.on voltages) occurrl.ng 
~hen the ~~re was completely wlthdrawn 
from the beam plasma. An l.mportant result 
of the Ogawa exoerlments was that over a 
wl.de range of COndl.tl0ns electron densl.ty 
n and plasma potent4al ~ were well corre-
lated by the barometrl.C law 
n(r) ~ const exp(q0(r)/kT) (1) 
The approx4mate va14dity of the barome~rl.c 
law was further verlf~ed by Kaufman, (7J 
S.:.nce the barometrl.C law loS a the~al 
equ41J.brl.urn conceot, ~t can be completely 
va14d only lof the'plasma loS lsothermal. 
The plasma ~s only approxl.Cately ~sothern­
al, notl.ceable devlatl.On occurr.:.ng as one 
proceeds from the beam axl.S beyond the 
beam edge l.nto the olasma for~ed bv am-b~ent and charge exchange lons. K~ufman 
observes an electron temperature lon the 
charge exchange p17sma only about half 
that in the beam. () Oaawa(5) and 
Sellen(J) obeal.ned measurable temperature 
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var1at40ns In the beam plasQa over several 
tens of cent~eters in the downstream d1rec-
tl.on from the accelerator gr~d. The largest 
deVl.at10ns from the barometr~c law were 
obse~Ted for large .:.nJect40n potentloals 
(~10 volts). ?robe traces lon such cases 
also lond~cated departures of the electron 
spectrum from a Maxwel11an shape. 
?robe measurements of the olasma ooten-
tl.al lon the th~~ster beam were made in 
SERT II flight and ground test exper~ents. 
The measurements show strong var~at10n of 
plasma potent1al across the beam boundary 
about 20 cm downstream from the thruster 
gr1ds. Such results are d4ffl.cult to ex-
pla4n on the basl.S of a barometr~c law 
relat10nsh4p unless the electron tempera-
ture or densl.ty var1ation from beam center 
to beam edge 1S much nigher than m1ght be 
expected from other measurements made In 
s~41ar confloqurat10ns. We antl.Cl.pate, 
however, that such loS ~ot the case and, lon-
stead, that the observed behavl0r should 
be expla4ned lon te~s of the anomolous 
reslst1Vl.ty of the thruster generaeed plas-
ma to the flow of electron current. Thus, 
the pr~ary obJect1ve of the followl.ng 
sect~ons of the report loS to determ1ne the 
capac411ty of slmple transport models to 
expla4n, at least qualltatl.vely, the ex-
per~ental results. 
The next sect40n summar1zes the k~~etloc 
equatl.on for the electron dl.str~but10n and 
the fl.rst few moment equatloons expressl.ng 
conservat10n of charge, momentu=, and 
energy. In Section J we state the approxl.-
matl.ons lead.:.ng to the transport equatl.ons 
whl.ch we eventually solve. The ~e~hod of 
solut~on and the results of calculatloons 
wll1 be the SubJect of Sectloons 4 and 5 
respectlovely, The flnal sectl.on, Sect10n 6, 
summarlozes the conclus4ons of th1s study, 
2, Exact Ecuatlons for Electron Gas 
In pr~~cl.ple, a ~1net1c approach based 
on the Vlasov-601tzmann equat~on fully 
cescrlobes ~he spacecraft generated plasma. 
The complexloty of such an aDoroach, now-
ever, nakes ~t ~pract4cal as a bas~s for 
conductl.ng multl.dl.mensl.onal calculat~ons 
of plasma behav10r. Sesl.des, except near 
sources and collectlong surfaces, where the 
dl.strl.cutl.on funccl.on ~ay change nar~edly, 
one should be able to adequa~ely descrlce 
the plasma .:.n te~s of certa4n average 
propertl.es of the d4str1butl.on, such as 
:emperature, denslty, and partl.cle and heat 
tluxes. Selow, the exact equat40ns de-
scr1bl.ng the plasma are gloven lon order that 
the reader may be aware of the effects 
neglected ~n arrlovlng at the approxl.ma~e 
equatl.ons that are subsequently solved. 
QUlte generally the state of the plasma 
can b~ seeS1floed by the dl.s~r~cut~cn func-
tl.on fa(r,v,t) that charac;e£~ze ~ac~ partl.-
ele componen~ a, where fa(r,v,t)dr dv 
represents the number of partl.cles of 
speCl.es a_~n the SlX dlomenSl.onal volume 
element dr dV about the POSl.tlon r,v In 
phase space. The klonetl.C equatl.ons whl.ch 
descr~~e the d~st=~~ut~on are 
af 
--!. + v-v! 3t a (2) 
For part~cles of m~ss ma and charge qa ~n 
~n electr~c f~eld E and a magnetic f~eld 
:3 the "smoothed" force on a oart~cle ~s 
rae The effects of coll~s~ons ~etween 
part~cles ~s taken account of by the col-
l~s~on term denoted here ~y Ca. Here we 
attempt to descr~be the plasma ~n terms of 
~ts dens~ty ~. Mean veloc~ty V. and cer-
ta~ n~gher veloc~ty ~oments. For conven-
~ence, we have om~tted the part~cle 
spec~es su~scr~pt a. The f~rst three 
moments of the k~netic equation yield 
conservat~on equat~ons for part~cles, 
momentum and energy, as summarized be-
low: (8) 
Conservat~on of ?art~cles 
(3) 
Conservat~on of Momentum 
~ (mnv·) + 7 mnVV- + 7 ~ - ~. (;; + VcXB)=-R rr . . ....... 
(4) 
Conservat~on of Enerqv 
~e(~(V2 ... (v· 2»)) ... 'l·r .. qnE'V 
... R'V + Q (5) 
where 
F = 
~s the total energy 
q '" 
<v~2\ _ 
nm T)V 
lS the heat flux, 
J .2 Q= r edv 
flux, 
:r·V ... q 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
and < > denotes an average over the d~s­
tr~but~on :. 
So far. the equat~ons are qu~te general 
and ~nvolve no assumpt~on that the gas ~s 
coll~s~on dom~nated or reta~s a Maxwell~an 
spectrum of veloc~t~es. Separate conserva-
t~on equat~ons ~ay be wr~tten not only for 
d~fferent part~cle spec~es. but also for 
d~fferent groups or part~cles of the same 
cr4rge and mass. ?r~nary electrons, for 
example. w~th s~gn~f~cant stream~ng ener-
g~es could be treated as d~st~nct fran the 
ma~n electron populat~on wh~ch ~s taken to 
have a Maxwell~an d~str~but~on of veloc~­
t~es. For the present, however. and unt~l 
exper~mental or theoret~cal cons~derat~ons 
d~ctate otherw~se. we shall cons~der 
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electrons as a whole and that the~r d~str~­
but~on var~es slowly ~n space. 
3. Accrox~at~ons for Electron Gas 
Cons~der that the plasma ~s ~n a steady 
state and that quas~-neutral~ty perta~~s 
throughout the bulk plasma (that ~s, away 
from electrodes and collect~g surfaces). 
The electrons and lons each sat~sfy the 
part~cle cont~nu~ty equat~on 
(~ ..... ,-) (9) 
w~th n ..... n_ .. n. The momentum equat~on 
s~pl~f~es conslderably ~f the electron 
dr~ft veloc~ty V ~s small compared to the 
random veloc~ty <v· 2>1/2 and ~f the veloc-
~ty d~str~bution ~s nearly ~sotrop~c. 
Then, Ln the absence of magnet~c f~elds. 
7p + enE .. R (10) 
where R represents the coll~s~onal drag be-
tween lons and electrons. In a class~cal 
plasma domLnated oy coll~s~ons, R ~s com-
posed of a p~rt 2ropo~~~onal ~o the rela-
t~ve mot~on u .. Ve - V~ between electrons 
and lons, lead~g to plasma res~st~v~ty, 
and to a the~al par~ proport~onal to the 
grad~ent of electron temperature, ~h~ch ~s 
frequently neglected. In th~s approx~ma­
t~on. equat~on (4) becomes 
li'p + enE '" .,nej' (11) 
where J ~s the net current dens~ty and the 
plasma res~st~v~ty ~ lS related to the 
electron-~on coll~s~on frequency ')e~ by 
2 2 1 
4;r ve~ 
-1 
n (12) 
If the plasma lS non-res~st~ve and lSO-
thermal. equat~on (11) Ylelds the baro-
metr~c law. equat~on (1). In th~s sense, 
equat~on (11), or ~ore generally the com-
plete electron moment~ equatlon, may be 
regarded as the generallzat~On of the baro-
'lletr~c law. 
If the plasma lS not coll~s~on dom~nated. 
random~zat~on of electron veloclt~es may 
st~ll occur through the enhanced levels of 
fluctuat~ng f~elds In the plasma. such as 
occur for electron two-stream lnstab~l~­
t~es, or electron-~on lnstab~ltt~es of the lon-acoust~c or Bunemann ti~e. 8.9) These 
'llechanlsms are proba~ly effec~~ve ln coup-
l~ng neutral~%er electrons lneo the bulk 
plasma and In equal~z~ng electron and lon 
mean dr~ft 'Teloc~t~es. ':'hey are often 
approxlmated by lnt=oduc~ng an effectlve 
coll~s~on frequency, ). In place of ')e~' 
The determ~natlon of electron tempera-
tures In tne plasma requ~res cons~dera­
t~on of the energy balance equat~on. equa-
t~on (5). Mak~ng the sane approx~mat~ons 
In the equat~on expresslng conservat~on of 
energy that were made ~n tne momentum 
eq'.lat~on. Ylelds 
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(13) 
wl.th 
E' .. f pi; + q (H) 
Here 5/2 pi; lS the enthalpy fl~~ of the 
drl.itl.nq electrQn~, q the nacroscopl.C 
heat flux, and R'V l.S related to the ef-
fectl.ve Joule heatl.ng assocl.ated wl.th the 
relatl.ve ~otl.on of electrons and lons. 
The quantl.ty R appears also l.n the elec-
tron ~omemtum eauael.on: for a plasma con-
trolled by collectl.ve effects l.t should 
be approxl.mated l.n the energy equatl.cn 
l.n the same manner as l.n the momentum 
equatl.on. The heat flux, q, contains new 
features. Classl.cally, q contal.ns two 
terms: one proportl.onal to the relatl.ve 
drlft velocl.ty between electrons and lons, 
and the other proportlonal to the qradl.ent 
of electron temperature. (B) 
For the l.nl.tlal calculatlons, we l.gnore 
the drl.it ccntrl.butl.ons to the energy flux, 
the electron-lon heatl.ng Qel., and assume 
that the heat flux lS proportlonal to the 
temperature qradl.ent. The energy balance 
equatl.on thus assumes the slomple form 
7.-:78 + ~v (v -v )2 .. a (lS) 
e l. 
4. :on Engl.ne ~eutrallozer Code 
The basl.c physl.cS of an lon eng lone 
~eutrall.zer ~odel was presented In the 
precedl.ng sectl.ons. Thl.s physl.cal model 
r~s been l.ncorporated lnto a two-dl.mensl.on-
al (R-Z) computer code, whl.ch lS descrl.oed 
below. A samele calculatl.on of neutrall.-
zatl.on In a thruster sl.ml.lar to SERT II 
lS dl.scussed below. Results are gl.ven 
for space dependent electrl.c potentl.als. 
electron temperatures, and current densl.-
t=.es. 
Code DeSCrl.j?tlon 
The len thruster ~odel has been lncor-
oorated l.nto a two-dl.mensl.onal (R-Z) com-
outer code :ollowlng the block dl.aqram 
shown In :lgure 1. For tnl.s lnl.tl.al 
verSl.on the lon currents ana densl.tl.es 
were assumed ~~own. In a later verSl.on, 
It would be possl.ble to allow a ~ultl.­
component lon composl.tl.on to be determl.ned 
self-consl.stently Wl.th the temperature and 
potentl.al. The code operates entl.re1y lon 
!1KS unl.ts. 
The code has been run l.nteractl.vely, 
Nlth all relevant lnformatl.on on dlsk :lle. 
As lone as Orevl.OUS lnfo~atlon eXl.sts on 
cl.sk, the program ~ay be entered from tne 
two noted entry pol.nts as well as the be-
gl.nnl.nq. E'or de'relopmental purposes, l: 
was found convenl.ent to "hard-wlre" ;nany 
features of a partl.cular problem lnto the 
code, whl.le others are prompted for .nput. 
A flexl.ble on-l.ne graphl.cs program, whl.ch 
clots In:ormatlon on the cl.sk f~la, nas 
also been developed. 
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Slock dl.agram for lon eng~ne 
neutrall.zatl.on code. 
At oresent, the code ass~es l.on 7eloc-
l.tles evervwhere and lon currents at the 
lnpUt boundary to oe known. The code then 
calculates plasma dens~tl.es such tr~t 
7· (~v) 2 0 ~s numerl.cally sat~sfled. TYPl-
cally, lon velocl.tles are taken to be al.ther 
purely aXl.al or to be radl.al from a pol.nt 
source on ehe axl.S ex~erl.or eo ehe ~esh. 
As the code requlres ~on-zero plasma den-
Sl.ty everywhere, a bac~ground densl.ty of 
"slow· lons may be added. It should be 
oossl.ble to handle ~ultlple lon specl.es 
~lth l.nterconverSl.on :alrly easl.ly. 
The ~eutrall%er lS assumed to be a rlng 
at speclfl.ed dl.stance :rom the axloS, eml.t-
tlng a current of electrons equal to the 
lon beam current. The ~e~ current l.n the 
plasma lS glven by 
~ .. nq(v - v ) 
- -l.e (16) 
( 
_ cr _ ) 
~ a -, ~ ~ n' P , (17) 
where now c .. nkT lS the electron ;ressure. 
rPor =-~ and crkT-~ (constant) we f~r.d 
; = ~)n n.] The code cete~l.nes electro-
statl.C ootentl.als bv so17lng "1 = o. (See 
Apperdl.x A.) It ls'~ecessary to lterate 
bet-.een th~s ecruael.on and the tenoerature 
ecruatl.on (equatl.on 15), Sl.nce the' pressure 
lS a f~nctl.on of temperature. 
The plasma temperature satls:l.eS the 
equat~on 
(18) 
where < 15 the thermal conductlvlty and 
the rlght-hand-slde represents the OhmlC 
generatlon of heat. For th15 prellmlnary 
verSlon, convectlve heat transport has 
been neglected. On the varlOUS boundary 
reglons, elther lsothermal or ln5~latlng 
boundary condltlons May be speclfled. 
Slnce, In practlce, we take < to have a 
power law dependence on S, < • nK#5n-l, 
tne equatlon actually solved lS 
2 
_".<#7(~n) • 1- (19) 
a 
For convenlence, the transport coeffl-
Clents a and K# are calculated by a slnqle 
lsolated subroutlne. The conductivlty a 
~ay depend on both denslty and temperature, 
and K# on den51ty only. The present ver-
Slon assumes a relaxatlon rate proportlonal 
to the plasma frequency: 
n l /2 e2 1 = . m 8:98a' (20) 
where the parameter ~ lS taken to be 
0.51. 3y the classlcal Weldeman-Franz 
law, 
3 1{)2 2 :; (q T 
If we neasure temperature In eV, k • q, 
so that <# • 3/4 ~. 
5. Computatlo~al Results 
(21) 
A calculatlon was performed for neu-
trallzatlon of a 0.23 ampere, purely aXlal 
beam or 3 ~eV mercury lons In a COnstant 
denslty bac~ground plasma. The beam had 
a radlus of ~7 cm, and a rlng neutrallzer 
was placed at a 17 em radlus. The glven 
plasma denSlty (Flgure 2) had a peak of 
16.1 x 1014 m- 3, and an amblent densltv 
of 1.0 x 1014 m-3 . These condltlons ap-
proXL~ate those occurrl~g In the plasma 
produced by the SERT II thr~ster. The 
temperature proflle (Flgure 3) was calcu-
lated wltn lnsulatlng boundary condltlons 
at the thr~ster. The ~axL~um temperature 
occurs at the beam entrance, where the 
heat generatlon is greatest. The peak 
temperature was 5 eV, compared wlth a 1 eV 
assumed background. The electrostatlc 
potentlals are shown ln Flgures 4 and 5. 
Strong potentlal varlatlons across the 
beam edge and a potentlal dlp near the 
~eut=allzer are calculated features In 
qualltatlve agreement wlth experlmental 
results (Flgure 5) (lll Whlle the strong 
edge flelds conform approxlmately to the 
barometrlc law at the local temperature, 
they devlate substantlally from the results 
that would be obtalned wltn v « ~p or by 
uSlng the barometrlc law as the pOlnt of 
departure (that lS, a zero reslstlvlty, 
lsothermal calculatlon). Current-vector 
plots (Flgures 6 and 7) lndlcate that the 
beam lS neutrallzed by electrons enterlng 
5 
the beam from the slde. The lon current lS 
50 percent neutrallzed at ... 13 c:n downstream 
from the thruster. 
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Elect:osta~1.c potent1.als for 
SERT II loon thruster model. 
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6. SUl1mar" ana Ccnclus1.ons 
The consequences of :he assumpt1.on ~~at 
the electron gas ~ear an lon t~;~ster be-
haves as a reS1.s-::::,\·e flu::.d ha'le been ex-
am1.nea. Theoret::.cal results obta1.ned here 
are ln qual1.tat1.ve agree'l:ent w1.th exper1.-
mental observa~::.ors. S~c~ ag:eement l.nd~­
cates tha-:: the ?ro?er~::.es 0: thruster 
gene~ated plasmas can be descr~bed by 
flu~d equat~ons havlnq a classlcal form 
but w~th an ef:ect~ve coll~s~on frequency 
near w , much In excess of the class~cal 
value ~or ?a~r (electron-lon) coll~s~ons. 
Further work should be performed to 
test qual~tat~ve and quant~tat~ve pred~c­
t~ve capab~llt~es of flu~d ~odels of 
thruster plasmas, and to better understand 
the relat~onsh~p between ersatz flu~d 
~odels of the type ~~voked here and the 
underlY1ng plasma phys~cal mechan~sms 
embod~ed 1n the coll~s~onless Vlasov 
equat~on. 
Aooend~x A. Mathemat~cal Cons~derat~ons 
on the Var~at~onal Formulat~on of 
Po~sson's Eauation 
!n our theory of lon enq~e neutral~za­
t~on, It lS necessary to solve equat~ons 
of the form 
-;'[0(r)7 ;] .. 5(r) (A.l) 
- --
SUbJect to :~xed-value ooundary cond~t~ons 
at some nodes and normal-qrad~ent boundary 
cond~t~ons at others. We need to show 
that equat~on (A.l) lS exactly the eaua-t~on equ~valent to the varlat~onal formula-
t~on, and that the normal-gradlent bound-
ary condlt~cns are equ~valent to a surface 
cnarge. 
:'heorem 1 
Mlnlm~zatlon of 
(A.2) 
1S equ~valent to equat~on (A.l). 
~ 
M~n~~zatlon of fd3~L(~/z~.r) requ~res 
;r.(.:,-~,r) 
, (=:) 
3L (: ,0;.:- ,:0) 
;0 .. a (A.3) 
Ta~~nq L as the lntegrand of (A.2), equa-
tlon (A.3) Y1elds exactly equat~on (A.l). 
Theorem 2 
In the fln~te-element formulat~on for 
the m~n~lZat~On of (A.2), normal-grad~ent 
boundary cond~t~ons are equ~valent to sur-
face charge. 
In the :~n~te-element :ormulat~on, 
n~nlm~zat~cn of (A.2) leads to the equa-
t~ons 
7 
where 
wJk -1 d 3r 0(::) (':NJ (:) 1 • [7Nk (::) 1 (A.5) ;; 
51. =f d 3r :.ft(r) 5(r) , (A.6) , 
:.f 1 (;) are nodal ~terpolat~on funct~ons 
and ~1 are node values for the unknown 
fleld. 
5~ce W lS symmetr~c, these equatlons 
are :: 
7 W~J ¢j ;. 51 .. a 
Os~nq (A.5) we f~nd 
where 
;"(r) .. !::.f (r):, 
1. .- - -
(A.7) 
The ~tegrand of (A.S) can be rewr~t­
ten as 
-;-'(cr(r)N (r)7;"(r)1 
- - ~ - -
- N (r)-;-'(~(r)7'j'(=)1 
1 - - --
(A.9) 
Wrlt~nq Q(t) .. o(r)::(r), and us~ng the 
d~vergence theorem, equat~on \A.7J be-
comes 
(A.10) 
where the f1rst lntegral r~~s over the 
surface of volume 1. ay analogy w~th 
electrostat~cs, the second and tn~rd 
terms are the "volume charge" asscc~ated 
w~th noae 1, wn~le the f~rst, 1nvol'llnq 
the surface-no~al-gradlent 0: the ?oten-
t~al, lS non-zero only on surface nodes 
and may be compensated by a correspond~ng 
surface-charge dens~ty. 
Corollary 
Cons~der the equat~on 
-;-.J ,. a (A.Ha) 
where 
(A.llb) 
and fer), g(r) are ~~owr. funct~ons. If 
~he ~nhcMogeneous te~ ~s evaluated uS1ng 
eauat~on (A.S), eauat~cn (A.ll), w~th no 
further aual~:lc.J.t~Or.s, wloll g~',e zero-
nOrMal-current bouncarv cond~tloons when 
solved by the f~nlte-eiement method. 
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rurthermore, non-zero no~l current 
boundary cond~t~ons, n JS(r), can be ~­
voked by add~ng an ~homogeneous term to 
the surface node equat~ons. 
Subst~tut~ng (A.ll) ~nto (A.10), the 
f~n~te element equat~ons are 
~d2~ N~(r) ~(:).n - fdJrz'~(:) N:.(:) • 0 
(A.12) 
As the second term ~s to van~sh (w~th~n 
the f~~te-element approx~at~on), It fol-
lows that the f~rst term ~s equal to the 
r:.ght-hand-s~de. Thus, replac~ng the 
r~ght-hand-s~de w~th 
f. d2~ ~!1.. (:) J s (:) (A.13) 
.. 
~111 produce the speclfled boundary condl-
t~ons. 
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Abstract 
Solar electr~c propuls~on ~s a lead~ng 
cand~date for many upco~ng space m~ss~ons. 
Under many c~rcumstances plasma produced by 
charge-exchange react~ons w~th~ the ~on 
beam dom~nates the amb~ent env~ronment near 
the spacecraft. The calculat~ons presented 
here conta~n a pred~ct~ve hydrodyna~c 
model for the charge-exchange plasma ex-
pans~on, and a fully three-d~ens~onal 
model for the structure of the plasma 
sheath around the solar array w~ng. Re-
sults of calculat~ons for several conf~gu­
rat~ons and voltage levels ~nd~cate that 
w~th k~lovolt b~ases power losses of ~10 
percent or more are l~kely, even w~th only 
one eng~ne ~n operat~on, and that amel~o­
rat~ve measures should focus on the ~nboard 
port~on of the solar arrays. 
E 
fr 
:z 
F~J 
k 
m 
n 
nA 
q 
r 
r(v) 
~ 
,.. 
~k 
T 
v 
Z 
~ (v) 
"J 
~ (p) 
~J 
a 
Nomenclature 
= electr~c f~eld 
rad~al mass flux 
ax~al mass flux 
= accelerat~on on V~J 
Boltzman's constant 
~on mass 
electron dens~ty 
amb~ent plasma dens~ty 
magn~tude of electron charge 
rad~al coord~nate 
= rad~al locat~on of veloc~ty vector 
V~J 
rad~al locat~on of ~on dens~ty p~J 
kth surface boundary of ~~J 
electron temperature 
~on veloc~ty 
ax~al coord~nate 
ax~al locat~on of veloc~ty vector 
V~J 
rad~al locat~on of ~on dens~ty p~J 
angle from the thruster beam d~rec­
t~on 
rad~al mesh spac~ng 
ax~al mesh spac~ng 
kT 
= ~on dens~ty 
= electr~c potent~al 
volume of cell assoc~ated w~th V~J 
1. Introduct~on 
Solar electr~c propuls~on ~s a lead~ng 
cand~date for l~ft~ng large structures 
from shuttle orb~t to geostat~onary alt~­
tude. Prev~ous stud~es 1,2 demonstrated 
*Program Manager, **Sen~or Research Sc~en-
t~st, tResearch Sc~ent~st 
Copyriglll © Amencan Inslltule of Aeronaullcs and 
Astron.ulla. Inc •• 1981 -\11 riCh" ..... ned. 1 
that plasma produced by charge-exchange 
react~ons w~th~n the ~on beam may dom~nate 
the amb~ent env~ronment near the space-
craft. Currents flowing through th~s 
plasma between the eng~ne neutral~zers and 
the solar arrays are a dra~n on the power 
systems. If the losses become too large, 
they may have a substant~al m~ss~on ~pact. 
S~mple calculat~ons have been performed 
to est~ate paras~t~c currents flow~ig2 
through the charge-exchange plasma. ' 
Wh~le the potent~al ser~ousness of the 
~nteract~on was ~dent~f~ed, the'ad hoc 
nature of the prev~ous work made clear the 
need for a more accurate treatment of the 
expans~on of the charge-exchange plasma 
and the resultant solar array power losses. 
The calculat~ons presented here are an ~m­
provement over prev~ous work ~n that they 
conta~n a pred~ct~ve model for the charge-
exchange plasma expans~on, and a fully 
three-d~ens~onal model for the structure 
of the plasma sheath around the solar array 
w~ng. 
The generat~on mechan~sm of the Charje-
exchange plasma ~s clearly understood. 
However, unt~l recently there were no 
pred~ct~ve models of the expans~on dynam~cs 
of these slow mov~ng ~ons. Th~s work, as 
well as that of Rob~nson, Kaufman and 
W~nder, 4 descr~be the ~ons as stream~ng 
under the electr~c f~eld created by baro-
metr~c law behav~or of the plasma elec-
trons. The model descr~bed here treats 
the ~ons numer~cally as a cold flu~d wh~le 
Reference 4 calculates representat~ve ~on 
traJector~es by part~cle push~ng. Both 
calculat~ons are presently done assum~ng 
ax~al symmetry. 
The collect~on of ~ons and electrons by 
solar arrays has been the SUbJect of much 
recent ~nterest. Exper~ments have been 
performed on large array-l~ke obJects ~n 
the vacuum tank at NASA/JSC. 5 A three-
d~mens~onal computer code, wh~ch s~ulates 
plasma ~nteract~ons ~n Low Earth Orb~t 
(LEO) was developed by the authors and 
prov~ded qual~tat~ve and quantat~t~ve 
agreement w~th exper~ment. 6 Th~s pro-
gram, NASCAP/LEO, ~n a somewhat mod~f~ed 
form ~s used ~n th~s study to descr~be 
the charge-exchange plasma-solar array 
~nteract~ons. 
In th~s paper we present a new model 
for the expans~on of the charge-exchange 
plasma from an ~on thruster. We then use 
th~s pred~cted charge-exchange plasma as 
the env~ronment surround~ng solar arrays 
~n the LEO plasma ~nteract~on model. From 
th~s we obta~n ~mproved est~mates of ~ower 
losses for a var~ety of solar array con-
f~gurat~ons. 
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2. Theory 
For th1s study we have cons1dered a 
s1ngle 30 em d1ameter mercury thruster 
produc1ng 2 A of beam current and 2S rnA of 
charge-exchange current. 3 The charge-
exchange 10ns are em1tted rad1ally, W1th 
energ1es of S-lO eV, w1th1n a downstream 
d1stance equal to one d1ameter of the beam. 
Th1S gives a dens1ty of ~2.S x 1014 m-3 
at the beam edge, wh1ch exceeds the Low 
Earth Orb1t (LEO) plasma dens1ty of 
1010 _10 12 m-3 • Thus the charge-exchange 
plasma w111 dom1nate the amb1ent to a 
d1stance of several meters from the 
thruster in LEO, and over the ent1re space-
craft for substant1ally more tenuous en-
V1ronments. 
The cond1t1ons 1n th1S plasma are long 
col11s1on lengths (~l03 m) and short Debye 
lengths (~lO-3 m). In th1s reg~e we 
assume that the electron gas adJusts 1t-
self to ma1nta1n 1sothermal, quas1-neutral 
cond1t1ons. Th1S 1mp11es a barometr1c law 
potent1al, 
(1) 
where 9 1S the electron temperature (eV), 
n the local plasma dens1ty, and nA the am-
b1ent plasma dens1ty. The barometr1c law 
1S not an essent1al feature of the model. 
In the future we expect to remove the 1S0-
thermal restr1ct10n and ut111ze flu1d-11ke 
equat10ns to descr1be the electrons. 7 
The barometr1c law potent1al causes expan-
S10n of the 10n cloud as 1t emerges from 
the beam edge. Far downstream the electro-
stat1c force become small, so that the 10n 
dens1ty takes the form f(a)/r2 , where ~ 1S 
the polar angle relat1ve to the beam and r 
the d1stance from the eng1ne. 
The 10n gas 1S modeled hydrodynam1cally, 
1.e., we assume the 10n dens1ty and veloc1ty 
to be a well-def1ned funct10n of pos1t10n, 
and the 10n thermal mot10n to be un1mport-
ant. Th1S representat10n 1S chosen for 
ease of genera11zat10n, as opposed to uS1ng 
part1cle push1ng techn1ques wh1ch requ1re 
extens1ve computer t~e for three-d1men-
s10nal app11cat1ons. ~he mot10n then 
sat1sf1es the equat10ns of cont1nu1ty of 
mass and momentum: 
(2) 
(3) 
where subscr1pt a denotes a Cartes1an com-
ponent, and E 1S the electr1c f1eld. The 
challenge 1S to develop numer1cal methods 
capable of f1nd1ng the steady-state solu-
t10n to equat10ns (1-3) 1n the R-Z 
(cy11ndr1cal) geometry appropr1ate to the 
problem. 
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3. Numer1cal Methods 
In order to suppress spur10us numer1cal 
osc111at10ns we solved equat10ns (2) and 
(3) uS1ng upw1nd d1fferenc1ng on a stag-
gered mesh. B The computat1onal mesh 1S 
shown 1n F1gure 1. The thruster beam 
starts on the z ~ 0 plane and 1S p01nted 
along the pos1t1ve z ax1S. Charge-exchange 
10ns are produced downstream w1th1n the 
thruster beam, and the charge-exchange 10ns 
are expelled from the ma1n beam rad1ally by 
electr1c f1elds w1thin the beam. The phy-
s1cal space 1S located w1th1n the sol1d 
boundary; mesh p01nts outs1de the phys1cal 
space are computat1onally convenient and 
serve to ma1nta1n boundary cond1t1ons. 
Veloc1t1es are def1ned at the p01nts 1nd1-
cated by crosses, which form an evenly 
spaced r-z mesh: 
F1g. 1 Computat10nal space, show1ng p01nts 
for def1n1t10n of veloc1ty (x), 
dens1ty (e), and mass flux (--). 
(4a) 
(4b) 
Dens1t1es are def1ned at the centro1ds of 
the quadr1laterals formed by the crosses: 
r(p)2 = ! (r(V)2 + r(V)2) 
1 2 1 l.+l (Sa) 
z(p) = ! (z(V) + (V») 
J 2 J zJ"'l (Sb) 
Mass fluxes, E, are def1ned at the arrows 
~n a fully "upw~nd" sense: 
V (r (V) z(P») = l[ (V) (V») r ~ , J 2 vr r~ ,zJ 
+ vr(r~V) ,z~!i)] (6a) 
(~r)vz(r~P) ,z~V») = (rl~i - r~P») 
v (r (v) z (r») 
z ~ , J 
+ (r (p) -r (V») v (r (v) z (V») ~ ~ z ~+l' J 
p(r(P) z(P») v (r(V) z(P») k'J r~'J 
k = r o { 
~-l ~f v > 
~ ~f vr < 0 
~ = ! J-l ~f v z > 0 
t J ~f v z < 0 
(6b) 
(6c) 
(6d) 
W~th the above def~n~t~ons, ~t ~s stra~ght­
forwa~d to t~mestep the ~ntegral form of 
equat10n (2), us~ng as control volumes the 
rectangles formed by the four crosses 
(veloc~ty def~n~t~on po~nts) surround~ng 
a dens~ty def~n~t1on po~nt. 
~ Equat~on (3) ~s then used to construct 
dv/dt. We use a f~n~te d~fference method 
to evaluate the d~vergence term as follows: 
a. Def~ne mass fluxes flow~ng between 
the crosses ~n F~gure 1, ~.e., normal to 
the arrows. Th~s ~s done by tak~ng 
we~ghted averages of nearby already de-
f~ned fluxes: 
~+l J 
2: 2: (7) 
k=l 
4r(v)f (r(V) z(Pl) ~ z ~ , J 
(8) 
b. Define dens~t~es assoc~ated w~th 
veloc~ty def1n1t~on po~nts: 
3 
4r(v) p(r(V) z (Vl) = 
1. 1.' J 
(9l 
These dens~t1es are needed at both the~r 
prev~ous and current (Just updated) values. 
c. Def~ne veloc~t~es at the arrows: 
(
r(V) _ 
~+l 
v(r(P) z(Vl) 
- ~ , J 
v(r (vl z (V») 
- ~+l' J 
+ (r(V) _ 
~+l 
v(r (v) z (V») 
- ~ 'J 
( (v) 
zJ+l - (V») zJ v(r(V) z(P») - ~ ') 
= (zjP) _ z~V») v(r(V) z(P») _ ~ , )+1 
+ (z (v) J+l z~P») v(r(Vl z(Pl) - ~ , J 
d. Determ~ne the change ~n veloc~ty by 
n~J ~t~(r~V) ,zt») ::(r~V) ,z~Vl)] 
= - ~ Sk(nk'~k)::k + n~J ~~J 
where n~) ~s the volume 
Sk are the surfaces bound~ng that volume, 
d F h f (r(V) z(Vl) an -~J ~s t e orce at ~ 'J 
Spec~f~cally, us~ng 
n = ~(r(Pl2_r(Pl2) (z(Pl_z(Pl) ~J ~ ~-l ~ ~-l' 
we obta~n the follow~ng express~on for the 
d~vergence of the momentum flux ~ntegrated 
over the volume: 
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211'(Z(P)-z(P»)[r(P) f (r(P) Z(V») i ~-1 i-1 r ~-1' ~ 
v(r(P) Z(V») 
_ l.-1' l. 
- rep) f (r(P) z(V») v(r(P) z(V»)] l. r ~ , l. _ l.-1' l. 
+ rr(r(P)2_r (P)2)[f (r(V) z(P») v(r(V) z(P») l. l.-1 z i ' l.-1 - ~ , l.-1 
- fz(r{V) ,<P») ::(r{V) 'Z{P»)] 
The ve1ocl.tl.es are advanced using 
::l.J(t) = pl.J(t-dt) !l.j(t-dt)/PiJ(t) 
+ (q/m) ~ (r{V) ,z~V») dt 
n~JP~>t) ~ Sk(nk·!k !k) . 
These formulae are accurate to fl.rst order 
in dt and second order l.n (6r,6z). 
e. Addl.tl.onal1y, provl.sl.on is made for 
optl.onal velocl.ty smoothl.ng at each tl.me-
step. 
The problem 1.S run untl.l there 1.S no 
varl.atl.on of velocl.tl.es l.n tl.me. Thl.s 
empl.rl.cal steady state l.S generally 
achl.eved l.n a few tl.mes the tl.me l.t takes 
for a flul.d partl.cle to traverse the mesh. 
4. Results 
We have appll.ed the above model to cal-
culate the expanSl.on of an l.on charge-
exchange plume wl.th l.nl.tl.al condl.tl.ons 
sl.ml.lar to a case measured by Hughes Re-
search Laboratory. 3 The l.nl.tl.al condl.-
tl.ons were: 
Eml.ssl.on energy (radl.al) '" 10 eVe 
Inl.tl.al radl.us riV) = .15 m. 
Current densl.ty q o(riV) ,z)vr(rJV) ,z) 
~ 0 z<O 
'" L123 exp(-z/.22) z>O 
(total current = 25 mAl 
Electron temperature 9 = 1 eVe 
Mass (Hg l.on) = 3.34 x 10-25 kg. 
Ambl.ent densl.ty nA = 10
12 m-3• 
It follows that 
vr(riV) ,z) 3095 m/sec 
p(riVl,o) = 2.48 x 1014 m- 3 
<j)max = 9Pzn[p«Vl ,0)/nA] '" 5.5 V. 
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The calculatl.on was done l.n three 
phases: 
a. .15 m < r < 1.15 m: 6r '" 0.05 m 
-1.0 m < z < 1.0 m: 6z = 0.10 m 
b. 1.0 m < r < S.O m: 6r '" 0.2 m 
-2.0 m < z < 2.0 m: 6z '" 0.2 m 
c. 2. 0 m < r < 12 m: 6r '" 0.5 m 
-4.0 m < z < 4 m: 6z = 0.4 m 
Inl.tl.al condl.tl.ons for the second and 
thl.rd phases were obtal.ned by l.nterpolat-
~ng data from the prev~ous phase and re-
normall.zl.ng to retal.n the correct total 
current. At each phase, the calculatl.on 
was carrl.ed out untl.l steady-state den-
Sl.tl.es and velocl.tl.es were reached. 
The results are shown l.n F~gures 2 and 
3. It l.S seen that the ~nl.tl.ally asym-
metrl.C expansl.on (Fl.gure 2) becomes 
roughly symmetrl.c by a radl.us of ~l m from 
the beam. Th~s ~s seen ~n Fl.gure 3a, l.n 
whl.ch spherl.cal (r2 + z2) scall.ng mal.nta~ns 
constant arrow length, and ~n Figure 3b, 
whl.ch ~ndl.cates radl.al contours of equal 
(r2 + z2) tl.mes the dens~ty. The densl.ty 
(m-3) beyond 1 m from the engl.ne l.S 
reasonably approxl.mated by 
where a l.S the angle from the beam dl.rec-
tl.on. A closer l.nspectl.on of Fl.gure 3b 
l.ndl.cates that the plume extends further 
upstream than downstream. Thl.s l.S attrl.-
butable to "pressure blowoff" at the up-
stream plume edge near the engl.ne where 
the densl.ty grad1.ent 1.5 hl.gh. 
The plasma parameters determl.ned from 
the above model are used as l.nput to a 
fully three-dl.mensl.onal computer program 
desl.gned to predl.ct current collectl.on by 
hl.gh voltages l.n low temperature, short 
Oebye length plasmas. 6,9 Thl.s model uses 
an analytl.c, nonll.near space charge formu-
latl.on, correct l.n both Oebye screenl.ng 
and thl.n sheath ll.ml.ts, to determl.ne the 
electrostatl.c potentl.al and the boundary 
of the plasma sheath. The model allows 
the plasma temperature and densl.ty to vary 
l.n space. F~gure 4 gl.ves a sample of 
electrostatl.c potentl.al contours near a 
solar array Wl.ng, l.llustratl.ng the asym-
metry caused by the charge-exchange plasma 
bel.ng predoml.nantly on one sl.de of the 
wl.ng. By trackl.ng electrons l.nward from 
the sheath boundary, good parasl.tl.c cur-
rent estl.mates are obtal.ned. Iteratl.ng on 
the two stages of the calculatl.on allows 
non-local effects to be l.ncluded. Addl.-
tl.onally, a hl.gh resolutl.on capabl.ll.ty l.S 
aval.lable to compute the current dl.strl.-
butl.on over a complex pattern of solar 
cells. 
Table 1 gl.ves sample results for an 
8 m x 30 m, 25 kw solar array for several 
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F~g. 4 Potent~al contours about a 2 kV 
solar array ~n the presence of the 
charge-exchange plume. Note that 
the potent~al ~s more sh~elded 
above the wing (where the charge-
exchange plasma ~s located) than 
below. The contour d~fferences 
are 100 volts. 
or~entat~ons and conf~gurat~ons. In these 
calculat~ons, the spacecraft body was held 
at plasma ground and the solar array was 
d~v~ded ~nto three equal sect~ons, each of 
wh~ch was pos~t~vely b~ased. Paras~t~c 
currents to both s~des of each 10 m sec-
t~on of the wing were separately mon~tored. 
Several trends are apparent: (1) The ~n­
board sect~on of the w~ng draws most of 
the current, even though ~t ~s at a low 
voltage. Th~s ~s because of the r-2 ex-
pans~on of the charge-exchange plasma. 
(2) The current to the outboard sect~on 
~s s~~lar to the center sect~on current, 
due to the large end effect ~n the tenuous 
plasma. (3) When the beam ~s in the plane 
of the panel, an ~ncreased loss ~s caused 
by the array's ~ntersect~ng the charge-
exchange pancake. It ~s apparent from 
these results that w~th k~lovolt b~ases 
power losses of ~10 percent or more are 
l~kely, even w~th only one eng1ne 1n opera-
t~on, and that amel~orat~ve measures should 
focus on the 1nboard port10n of the solar 
arrays. 
5. D1Scuss~on 
As large, h~gh powered solar electr1c 
propuls10n veh~cles come closer to real~ty, 
~t becomes more ~mportant to place real~st1c 
bounds on the plasma array ~nteract10ns. 
Prev~ous stud1es 1,2 had assumed s~mple 
models of the charge-exchange expans~on. 
The expans~on model 1S so ~portant 1n 
est~at~ng power losses that the authors' 
prev~ous work 2 parameterized the results 
1n terms of an undeterm~ned expans10n 
angle. The calculat10ns presented here 
are a vast ~provement, 1nasmuch as the 
expanS10n of the charge exchange plasma 1S 
determ~ned on a reasonable theoret~cal 
baS1S and the plasma collect10n ~s fully 
three-d~mens~onal. 
However, certa~n other aspects of the 
model presented here are Just as pr~~t~ve 
as 1n the earl~er stud~es. In part~cular 
the 1sothermal barometr1c law descr~pt~on 
of the electrons, the lack of self-
cons1stency between expans~on and sheath 
models, and the absence of any turbulent 
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Table 1 Power losses for 8 m x 30 m solar array for 
one thruster and var~ous conf~gurat~ons 
Voltage 
Conf~gurat~on Inboard Center Outboard 
a,d 1000 2000 3000 
b,d 2000 2000 2000 
b,d 1000 2000 3000 
a,c 1000 2000 3000 
a,c 100 1000 2000 
a,d 200 200 200 
a,d 400 400 400 
a - Beam ~n plane of panel 
b - Beam normal to plane of panel 
c - Both sides b~ased 
d - Back of panel grounded 
heat~ng mechan~sm dur1ng electron col-
lect~on place severe restr~ct~ons on the 
accuracy of these results. For m~ss~on 
analys~s, there also rema~ns unanswered 
the quest~on of charge-exchange plasma 
generat~on and expans~on 1n a mult1ple 
thruster conf~gurat~on. These are some 
of the techn1cal quest~ons w~ch must be 
addressed 1f we are to prov1de an accurate 
assessment of paras1t1c current losses due 
to 10n propuls1on generated plasmas. 
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Power Loss 
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APPENDIX C 
NEUTRAL DENSITY FREE EXPANSION MODEL 
Problem: A Maxwellian spectrum of velocities is emitted 
un~formly from a disk of radius a located on the plane 
z = O. Find the density of particles throughout space. 
Geometry: 
x 
z 
" \ 
-+ r(p,z,~) • Field Point 
y 
-+ 
r (p 0 ~) Source Po~nt o 0' ''+'o 
Analysis: On a traJectory 
-+ -+ -+-+ 
f ( p , z , Vi' v ) = f ( p , 0 , vi' v ) zoo z 
-+ 
where f is the d~stribut~on function at r, 
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= 0 
no = density 
v2 = 2 kT/rn T 
P < a, 
P > a or V
z 
< 0 
z = 0, P < a 
Since ; and ;0 are connected by a trajectory 
. 2 [+ 2 
+ l]:i J 2 -3/2 2+ V z (p-po ) n = 2no(~VT) ~d Po~ ~ expf- z2 dv z 
-3/2 f 2+ f {[ + + 2 2] 2j 2 = 2no(1TV~) z d Po exp - (p-po ) + z x x dx 
-3/2 [ + + 2 2]-3/2 2 f 2+ liT (p-po ) + z 
= 2no (1TVT) z d Po '4" 2 VT 
n a 21T 
PodPod<l>[p2 + 
-3/2 
0 Iai 2 + 2 - 2pp cos<l> ] = - z Po Z 21T 0 
no 
a 21T (- k)[ [ p dP d<l>[p 2 + p2 2 cos<l> ] = 21T + Z - 2PP o 0 0 0 
o 0 
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-1/2 
Observat~ons: 
1. 
2. 
For p < a, the ~ntegral is singular for z + 0; 
n(p,O) = no for p < 0, n(p,O} = 0 p > a. 
The density f~eld is formally equivalent to the E 
z 
field of a disk with a uniform distribution of surface 
charges. 
3. Asymptotically, (p2 + z2 = n2 » a 2 ) 
n '" z/r3 
Integration: The integral over Po can be performed 
analytically 
27T 
r -ap coscp n = ~~ zj 
o 
2 ] 
2 2 1/2 (r +a -2apcos<j>) 
where 
r = 
87 
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